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DRAFT - NOVEMBER 1, 2001

Information Power: International Affairs in the Cyber Age

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger / Gernot Brodnig*

                                                                                     “Knowledge is more than equivalent to force”

                                                                                                         Samuel Johnson: Rasselas

INTRODUCTION

Ever since Sun Tzu, information and power have been considered intricately linked in

shaping the political landscape. It is, therefore, a rather banal observation that the recent

advances in information and communication technologies (ICT) should have significant

effects on the conduct of international affairs. Indeed, every day provides new evidence for

such transformations.

Governments around the world are reevaluating the functions and purposes of their

diplomatic services in the age of CNN and the Internet. After a series of introspective

studies,1 the U.S State Department, for example, is trying to streamline its archaic

communication structures, while Switzerland is exploring an alternative approach to

traditional diplomacy altogether: it recently opened the world’s first digital consulate, the

Swiss House for Advanced Research and Education, in Cambridge, MA.2

The tremors of the information revolution are also shaking the increasingly global and

transnational corporate sector. The modern “knowledge company” creates value more by

processing bits than things. The valuations and financing prowess of high-tech companies

such as Cisco or AOL are primarily based on future revenue potentials embedded in their

intellectual property.3 Similarly, the recent Global Competitiveness Report has highlighted
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the critical role of intellectual capital as a growth engine through its economic creativity

index.4

Even more dramatic is the impact of ICT on the “third force” in international affairs: non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) and civil society. Their power usually derives from

persuasion and manipulation rather than military might or financial wealth. The “laptop

campaign” that resulted in the Landmine Ban Treaty5 or the sophisticated use of the Internet

by the Zapatista rebels6 have become classic symbols of cyber politics.

These and other examples have sparked considerable debate in academic and policy-making

circles about the direction of international affairs in the information age.7 Preliminary

conclusions cover the whole spectrum from the end of the nation-state to rather minor

adjustments in existing structures and processes. What makes these analytical efforts so

difficult is the fact that both the information revolution and the numerous dimensions of

international affairs are constantly evolving, dynamic, and complex phenomena that easily

elude simple trends and certainties.

It comes, therefore, as no surprise that even our understanding of what constitutes the

“information revolution” is far from clear. Some analysts focus on technological change,

intrigued by the various “laws” successfully predicting the exponential explosions of

computer processing power and bandwidth.8 Others argue that the information revolution is

less about integrated circuits and cell phones than about the primacy of information and

knowledge in politics, economics, and social relationships, a dynamic that can apply equally

to more or less wired societies.9 Somewhere between these camps, analysts of information

infrastructures focus on both the technology and concomitant regulatory, economic, and

social issues.10

Scholars of international affairs, too, have been struggling to keep pace with the rapid

transformations of recent years. The traditional Westphalian system is increasingly

challenged by transnational forces, blurring the lines between domestic and international

politics, and changing the balance of capabilities between nation-states and non-state

actors.11 This struggle, in turn, is a function of shifting power distributions between states
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and the impacts and repercussions of domestic regime changes such as democratization and

liberalization. To use Stanley Hoffman’s image, the international system’s horizontal

(relations between major players), vertical (hierarchical aspects), and functional dimensions

are all moving at once and into each other.12

Against this backdrop of analytical unease, conventional wisdom has it that the information

revolution is reshaping the environment in which foreign policy and international relations

are conducted by generally increasing the influence of non-state actors and undermining the

authority of the nation-state.13 More cautious voices, however, stress that the extent to which

such outcomes are caused in a direct and unmediated manner is not clear and that the

workings of such a transmission belt have not yet been demonstrated.14 While there is

mounting anecdotal evidence about certain trends, hard indicators and data are difficult to

come by. The relationship between the information revolution and political outcomes

remains largely a black box.

The purpose of this paper is to attempt a peek into this box by proposing a framework for

assessing the impact of the information revolution on power structures in international

affairs. We begin with an examination of the importance of information as a source of

power and the ability to control information access as key to information power. We then

propose that recent years have seen significant shifts in information access categories, both

deliberate and unintentional. In the main section of the paper, we introduce the concept of

“denationalization” of information infrastructures as the central phenomenon facilitating

these shifts. We conclude with some implications of these developments for the conduct of

international affairs.

INFORMATION POWER

Nature and Sources of Power

Most scholars and practitioners of international affairs agree on two things about power: 1)

that it is one of the fundamental variables in international affairs; and 2) that it is an ever-

changing and elusive phenomenon. Often compared to other abstract notions, such as
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love15– difficult to describe, but easy to recognize – the concept of power has had its fair

share of dissection by sociologists and political scientists.16 A number of dimensions,

sources, and manifestations of power have been identified, and the latter has served as the

key explanatory variable in many a theory of international politics. While it is beyond the

scope of this paper to delve into the intricacies of power concepts, several brief observations

are necessary to better appreciate the notion of information power and the analytical

framework derived from it.

Power is essentially a relational concept that involves at least two actors, a targeted object or

outcome, and a certain mode of control based on a number of sources/assets. In

international affairs, power theories have long been dominated by the “control over

resources” approach.17 Tanks and oil, as well as indicators such as military expenditures or

GNP, were the benchmarks used to determine a nation’s power. At best, however, this

approach can provide an approximation of a power potential that needs to be

converted/translated into the control of other actors and – finally and fundamentally –

certain outcomes.18

What type of outcomes? Most power theories in international politics tend to define power

as the ability to shape decisions and particular actions. These one-dimensional approaches

focus on “behavior in the making of decisions over key or important issues as involving

actual, observable conflict.”19 Critics of these theories have pointed out that they do not

reflect structural and institutional factors. Their alternative – two-dimensional approaches –

emphasize those mechanisms that shape the agenda and determine which decisions/actions

are being taken.20 Three-dimensional approaches, finally, introduce the dimension of

ideology: not only decisions and agenda-setting crystallize power, but even more so “the

capacity of elites and their intellectual servants to structure public beliefs, values, and desires

to secure compliance with the norms and behavior that serve their needs.”21

Irrespective of the target – decisions/actions, structures/institutions, or ideologies – power

operates through a number of control modes. Various typologies exist, which include such

phenomena as force and coercion, authority, manipulation, and persuasion.22 Nye23 collapses

these variations into the two archetypes of hard and soft power. While hard power draws
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largely on the coercive force of traditional military and economic assets, soft power relies on

the persuasive and manipulative strength of ideas and values.

As noted by Hoffman, these “salient ingredients” of power – object, control mode, assets –

have undergone such transformations that we are faced with “bewildering uncertainties and

complications that affect the exercise of power.” 24As we will see, one such recent

transformation is the information revolution, which has made information/knowledge an

omnipresent variable of modern society and is redrawing the geometry of power in

international affairs.

Information as Power Source

Data, information, and knowledge have always figured prominently in the power equation.

There can be no doubt that most power sources rely on accurate, comprehensive, and timely

information. Whether it be cruise missile targeting coordinates or management information

systems, information is instrumental in maintaining and enhancing the power potential of

other sources, such as military assets or economic competitiveness. This trend is accelerating

rapidly with the development and proliferation of modern ICT. The revolution in military

affairs, for example, is largely about achieving information superiority, while comparative

advantages in the corporate world are increasingly derived from the endowments and sound

management of intellectual capital.

Information is, however, not only a multiplier of other power sources; it is a power asset in

its own right. Power theories that focus on structural features have long attributed to

informational variables a decisive role in configuring and structuring power. Foucault’s work

on power/knowledge relations, for example, identifies scientific bodies of knowledge and

their proponents (“experts”) as mechanisms of control and regulation through knowledge-

producing systems.25 Based on this work, other scholars, such as Wrong on the authority of

competence,26 Strange on knowledge structures27, Rosenau on scientific evidence and proof

in international politics,28 and Haas on epistemic communities and regime formation,29 have

all highlighted various facets of information power.
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In international affairs, all major actors derive some of their power from information

sources. For state actors, the classic example has long been the intelligence function. Defined

as “information relevant to a government’s formulating and implementing policy,”30 the

intelligence role has traditionally emphasized the instrumental nature of information in

support of other power sources, primarily military and security. With the expansion of what

constitutes national security issues to encompass questions such as migration, AIDS, or

environmental degradation, information requirements and operational modes have shifted.

Governments have little comparative advantage in these areas, where open-source

information dominates, calling for a re-assessment of the functions and value-added of

intelligence.

For the international corporate sector, information is increasingly becoming the key to global

competitiveness. The nature, demands, and constraints of the knowledge economy are

particularly evident in the growing importance of intellectual property. Its value is easily

apparent in the economic distortions and revenue losses caused by copyright piracy. It is

estimated that, in 1999, American companies alone forfeited about U.S. $9 billion in lost

trade revenues.31 In response, international regimes such as the TRIPS Agreement have

emerged and made intellectual property issues a major topic of discussion in international

affairs. In addition to patents and trademarks, success in the “new economy” is measured by

the ability of a company to attract and manage knowledge workers. Labor market and

regulatory restrictions can often be overcome through telecommuting. Call centers, software

programming, and accounting are outsourced to developing countries.32 In India, for

example, 250,000 to 300,000 software programmers33 are working around the clock in high-

tech centers such as Bangalore.34

For the third category of actors in international affairs, NGOs and their transnational

networks, information is frequently the only available power source. Keck and Sikkink35 have

described the forms of information politics of issue-oriented advocacy networks: these non-

state actors gain influence by serving as alternate sources of information. International

campaigns typically take a two-level approach linking technical/statistical information to

testimonial evidence. This strategy allows NGO networks to frame issues by using individual
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cases and their motivating/persuasive power. Furthermore, information is the glue that

holds members together, an essential ingredient in network effectiveness.

These example areas illustrate the pervasiveness and importance of information in

international affairs for all actors, both as a multiplier of other power sources and

increasingly as a major power asset per se. At the same time, several intrinsic features of

information make it difficult to capture the implications of the growing information

commodification.36 First, information resources are often unquantifiable, given the subjective

nature of certain “data” such as beliefs and values. Second, information power tends to be

diffused, as it appears embedded in other forms of power. Third, the power is often not so

much a positive capacity to convey knowledge and ideas but rather derives from the ability

to exclude others from particular categories of information.

Information Access

Intelligence, intellectual property, and cyber-campaigns all represent data that, by themselves,

do not convey any power. To find ICBM launch codes on the Internet renders them

strategically useless. To keep testimonial evidence about human rights violations shelved

away has the same effect. In other words, it is not the content of the information, but the

access to it or the ability to control access, that converts information assets into power

sources.

This view of information access builds on and extends the propositions developed by

Keohane/Nye,37 who distinguish three types of information: free, commercial, and strategic.

Free information is shared without financial compensation. Commercial information is made

available in exchange for payment. Strategic information is priceless in the sense that access

to it by others erases its value. As argued above, the same data can be strategic, commercial,

or free depending on the manner of access control. The designs for a new product, for

example, are often trade secrets in the early phases of development and thus strategic

information, access to which would negate a competitive advantage. Further on in the

product cycle, and once protected by some form of intellectual property right, this

information becomes commercial and can be licensed for a fee. Once the intellectual

property protection ends, the same information becomes freely available.
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None of the information access categories is specific to any actors in international affairs.

Governments use a considerable amount of free information in their public diplomacy and

propaganda initiatives. So do corporations through advertising and communication

campaigns. At the same time, NGOs rely on the commercialization of certain data,

particularly those that involve extended research efforts, for revenue-generation. They also

guard some strategic information, such as the modalities of undercover investigative research

or the timing of campaigns, the release of which would jeopardize their mission.

Nor is there a hierarchy among the information access categories in terms of their power

potential. Under some circumstances, free information will have a greater impact than the

well-guarded possession of secret knowledge or expensive data. The toolboxes of

psychological warfare and advertising campaigns provide ample evidence for this

proposition.

Shifts in Access Categories

As indicated above, information may shift from one access category to another. Such a shift

can be the result of a deliberate strategy by an actor controlling information access

categories. Traditional diplomacy, for example, has long been associated with the

maximization of strategic information. Woodrow Wilson, convinced that World War I had

started because of opacities, announced his “new diplomacy,” which advocated a deliberate

shift of diplomatic information from highly restricted and strategic to free access.38 Similarly,

one of the hopes of bringing the United States Information Agency (USIA), with its policy

of free access to information, more closely under the wings of the State Department was to

deliberately change some of the traditional, restrictive information access policies at State

and make them more open and collaborative.39

Deliberate shifts in access categories occur not only among state actors. Corporations

frequently decide to open up strategic information to public scrutiny. A recent example is

the trend towards “open code” policies among large information technology firms. For at

least a quarter century, the accepted dogma was that the most valuable part of a software

company is the source code of its software products; releasing it to others would rob the
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company of its crown jewels. Such was the protection of this piece of strategic information

that frequently competitors spent many millions of dollars examining the complex inner

workings of software in the absence of having access to the source code. Lately however,

more and more software companies have “opened up” their source code, transferring it

from the strategic to commercial or even free access categories. Netscape has published the

source code of its central software piece, the web browser. Apple has done the same with

the core of its new operating system. Even Microsoft, despite strong rhetoric to the contrary,

has recently permitted its largest customers access to its most valued treasure, the source

code of its latest operating system. The reasons for this rather sudden movement towards

deliberate openness are not altruistic. Instead, companies expect that opening up at least

some of their strategic information vaults may not only help them improve their products

through modifications made by their users, but also increase their market share.40

Finally, non-governmental actors, too, may opt to switch information across categories. In

contrast to governments and corporations, most of them are in the business of providing

free information. But keeping access to some information limited may help them in

maximizing certain impacts. A case in point are the campaigns of the anti-globalisation

movement, which resemble military planning exercises. Moreover some of these actors have

a globally recognized brand name. Licensing their brand to increase funding is another

instance of shifting previously free information to the commercial access category.

Greenpeace is a point in case. Its number of worldwide monetary supporters had dwindled

from almost five to 2.5 million over the last decade. It is not surprising then that Greenpeace

has decided to increase its revenue streams by actively commercializing its brand, recently

valued at USD 410 million, thus reasserting control over parts of its information vaults.41

Clearly, deliberate shifts of information across access categories rearrange the power

structure. But they occur in situations in which actors still maintain control over information

access categories and can effectively prevent “leakage” of information from one category to

another. As such, deliberate shifts are actions of power, aimed at maintaining or even

enhancing the actor’s overall power position.
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In a different scenario, information shifts from one category to another may occur without

the deliberate will or consent of the player involved. These unexpected changes happen

when the actor who used to control access to a particular information category can no longer

effectively do so. Such shifts are facilitated by some of the intrinsic qualities of information

that distinguish it from physical objects. Information is as Norbert Wiener remarked "neither

matter, nor energy"42 and can be easily transported at high speed. These properties make its

use non-exclusive and render it generally difficult and costly to exclude others from it. These

qualities are usually associated with public goods. The public good character poses particular

challenges for an effective policing of information access categories. In the following, we

contend that a potent, but largely overlooked, such factor is linked to governments’ loss of

control over various parts or choke points of information infrastructures. This development

as a whole we call the global move towards “denationalization” of information

infrastructures.

DENATIONALIZATION OF INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURES

Information Infrastructures

To understand the modes and implications of information access control and its

unintentional loss, it is important to review some of the structural features of the acquisition,

processing, and dissemination of information. Information infrastructures consist of the

information itself, physical hardware such as our vocal cords or fiber-optic cables,

techniques and standards for the manipulation of information such as sign language or

computer programs, and the regulatory framework that governs the system as a whole as

well as its various parts.

Information infrastructures have existed in one form or the other since human beings began

to communicate and come in various shapes and shades of complexity: carrier pigeons, for

example, were an important tool of military communication in World War I. The

infrastructure consisted of a specific species of birds, a network of breeders, a certain

message format. Access control for carrier pigeons was proportionate to the ability to shoot

them down.
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In the past, many information structures were owned or at least tightly controlled by

governments. In most countries, postal services were – and in some still are – state

monopolies. Supercomputers and their applications such as cryptography, too, have until

recently been a prerogative of the public sector and its allies in research institutions.

This “information monopoly” of governments has been gradually eroded by three

developments that make up the information revolution of the last decades.43 First,

digitization – the translation of data into one universal binary code – makes it possible for

different forms of data, such as text, sound, and images, to be easily transmitted and

exchanged. “Being digital,”44 in turn, has made it technically possible and economically viable

to span the globe with networks of data pipes, routers, and switches. Finally, global

information transfer was revolutionized by several universal standards such as the TCP/IP

protocols.

This new generation of information infrastructure – epitomized by, but not limited to the

Internet – creates an informational space of flows that is global, real-time and “always on”.45

It is also increasingly “denational” in two ways: 1) the transnational nature of these networks

has eroded a country’s capacity to control the acquisition, processing, and dissemination of

information; and 2) many of these infrastructures, or at least critical parts of them, are

coming increasingly under the control of non-state entities. This pincer movement of

denationalization, we argue, has facilitated the unintentional loss of information access

control by governments in three dimensions: physical, economic, and regulatory. Physical

and technological control has been lost, as many infrastructures are owned and managed by

non-state entities and/or transcend the boundaries of the nation-state. The dramatic cost

reductions, in tandem with exponential increases in capabilities, have all but broken down

economic barriers of control. These two developments have made it increasingly difficult for

governments to cast their regulatory shadow over access control.
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Information Acquisition

The proliferation of ICT and the growing commodification of information have made the

collection of data everywhere and any time not only a realistic technical proposition, but a

political and economic necessity as well.

One subset of information affected by these transformations is geographic information. We

have come a long way from the “science of the princes,” as geography and cartography were

once called. In today’s world, geographic information is acquired by a set of sophisticated

technologies including remote sensing, which images and measures spatial objects with ever-

growing precision.46

Satellite remote sensing illustrates the increasing difficulties of states to maintain information

access control. After the launch of the first spy satellite in 1960, remote sensing was, for

almost three decades, firmly controlled by the governments of the superpowers. The

technical capacities and know-how to launch and operate these satellites and to process

images were their exclusive property. Military satellite programs were and still are part of the

inner sanctum of national security, shrouded in secrecy.47

A major shift in access control occurred in 1986, with the launch of the first fully

commercial remote sensing satellite, SPOT 1. Operated by a private French company, it

rapidly opened a commercial market for a number of civilian applications, such as mapping

or natural resources management. The political potential of SPOT and its implications for

information power became apparent just a few months after its launch, when, in April 1986,

it took an image of the burning nuclear reactor at Chernobyl. This image was purchased by a

Swedish NGO and distributed widely to the world media, making it all but impossible for

Soviet authorities to deny or play down the catastrophe. A new era of transparency was

born.

The success of SPOT and some Russian high-resolution imagery48 were partly responsible

for the development and licensing of U.S. high-resolution commercial satellites. In
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September 1999, the first 1m-resolution satellite, IKONOS, was successfully launched by

Space Imaging, a private U.S. company whose investors include Lockheed and Raytheon.49

The U.S. government has given up physical control of the infrastructure, which includes the

satellite itself as well as the ground stations. Admittedly, IKONOS was launched at

Vandenberg Air Force Base, but foreign-currency-hungry launch capabilities exist in Russia

and China and, recently, also on the high seas, where a joint venture among U.S.,

Norwegian, and Ukrainian investors has successfully deployed an off-shore launch pad on an

old oil rig.50

Not only has the U.S. government all but lost its exclusive grip on the technological

infrastructure of remote sensing, but economic developments in the manufacture of satellites

and their components have also made it possible even for universities to launch their own

vehicles.51 For the private sector, the emergence of a lucrative civilian market is justifying

major investments in satellite construction, launch, and maintenance capacities.

Furthermore, the know-how, including the important area of image analysis, has been

migrating to the corporate world.

As a result and short of shooting down satellites, the U.S. government is limited to

regulatory measures, which consist of export restrictions and a system of “shutter control.”,

which limits the collection and/or distribution of data “during periods when national

security or international obligations and/or foreign policies may be compromised”. .52 Such

regulatory measures only apply to U.S. companies, limiting the control options to the

national level.

What does this denationalization of information infrastructures and the ensuing restrictions

on the control over strategic information entail for national governments, even one as

powerful as that of the United States? Unquestionably, the commercialization of high-

resolution imagery has limited and will continue to limit the portfolio of policy choices.53

This will be particularly so as both market forces and mechanisms of “imagery activism”

come to exploit the potential of commercial imagery.
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A case in point is the Federation of American Scientists (FAS), a Washington, D.C.-based

NGO, which has been ordering and purchasing images of nuclear and other military facilities

from IKONOS and other commercial remote sensing satellites and is making them freely

available over the Internet. These have included pictures of North Korea’s No-Dong Missile

Test Facility, which had long been at the heart of the debate about the country’s ballistic

missile capabilities and the need for a National Missile Defense System, permitting third-

party assessment of the threats and the appropriateness of policies to address them.54

If commercial satellite remote sensing has chipped away at one prerogative of state

sovereignty, i.e. control over territory, other technologies have similar far-reaching

implications for another pillar of sovereignty, control over people. For centuries, the

acquisition of personal data about a nation’s citizens was a precondition for the exercise of

most government functions. In a very real sense, there could be no taxation without such

information. The modern welfare state has reinforced this trend of centralized information

collection 55 and conjured up various images of Big Brother, gradually encroaching on civil

liberties and privacy.

In the early stages of the information revolution, with the emphasis on centralized

mainframe-based computing, governments were actually enhancing their information power

vis-à-vis civil society by building up and maintaining comprehensive centralized databanks.

Only with the advent of a more network-oriented approach, epitomized by the proliferation

of personal computers and their connection through the Internet, has this mode of

information acquisition shifted away from state-centered databanks and towards the private

sector, as more and more corporations could afford the technology to collect and store

customer information. The network-centric approach gave a boost to marketing, which until

recently had to rely on cumbersome and costly household surveys and polls to acquire

consumer data. Through data-mining techniques,56 companies are increasingly able to put

together consumer profiles from an ever-expanding number of everyday transactions. One

single company, Acxiom Corporation, claims to own a database with detailed information on

about 95% of American households,57 a much higher coverage than East Germany’s Stasi,

the most pervasive example of government surveillance, could ever hope for.
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Nations that have attempted to regulate the use of personal information have felt a

particularly acute sense of loss of control as more and more multinational corporations

transfer their customer information to jurisdictions with less stringent regulatory regimes.

Here again, the two prongs of denationalization become apparent: the technology is vastly

dispersed in the private sector and linked to a global network largely outside of any one

specific jurisdiction. This, for example, prompted the European Union, fully aware of the

weakening of its regulatory grip, to pass a stringent Data Protection Directive,58 restricting

the transfer of personal information outside its jurisdiction. The resulting verbal saber-

rattling between the Union and the United States provides an interesting glimpse into what

can happen when actors realize that an information shift between access categories is

occurring.

Another recent example of the denationalization of information acquisition control is to be

found in the area of biotechnology. In June 2000, the race for sequencing the human

genome reached its final stage.59 The contenders, a multi-national government-sponsored

research initiative, the Human Genome Project, and a private company, Celera, crossed the

finish line together when they announced the first draft of the key to life. Technically a tie, it

was a huge triumph for Celera, a commercial startup, which had overcome the Human

Genome Organization’s (HUGO) eight-year lead-time. This stunning success was largely due

to two technological factors. First, the availability and affordability of gene-sequencing

technology allowed Celera to make rapid strides. Second, coming late into the game, Celera

could employ powerful networks and fast computers, while HUGO relied on its legacy

setup. U.S. President Bill Clinton and British Prime Minister Tony Blair, who linked up via

satellite to salute the work of the scientists, could only acknowledge the fact that their

governments had effectively lost one of mankind’s most important datasets to a

comparatively small private company. All they could do was to express their belief that

“society had a duty to use the new information responsibly and for the benefit of all

humankind.”60

The information power gained by international pharmaceutical and biotechnology

companies is, however, not without challenge. In the same way that new technologies have

helped to shift the balance from governments to corporations, the latter are losing some of it
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again The most illustrative example evolves around the proliferation of generic drugs,

particularly for AIDS, which are being produced in developing countries and exported for

sale at significantly lower prices than those from the big drug producers. The advent of new

information acquisition technologies has made it possible to reverse-engineer the synthetic

formulas of the brand drugs. A number of large pharmaceutical companies brought lawsuits

to protect their intellectual property in South Africa, and their governments pressured India

and Brazil, the biggest generic drug producers, to tighten their intellectual property regimes.

But neither could stop the information shift from happening. India and Brazil are still

producing these generic drugs, and, in South Africa, a coalition of NGOs, international

organizations, and the governments of developing countries has exerted considerable

pressure to have the drug companies bow out and accept new laws that effectively encroach

on their intellectual property rights.61 Two important lessons can be drawn from these cases.

First, the seemingly powerful position of the international pharmaceutical companies was

undermined by the ability of firms in developing countries to apply new information

acquisition technologies to break the formulas. Second, this international battle was all about

information power: Both the subject of the dispute – chemical formulas, i.e. bits of data –

and the means of conducting it – law suits and public relations campaigns – symbolize the

new world of information politics.

Information Processing

The initial development of computers is intricately linked to American military efforts in

World War II and the Cold War that followed it. The Department of Defense funded the

first large digital computer, ENIAC.62 It was estimated that there was a global need for

perhaps five or six computers.63 Later, the software design for North America’s air defense

system, SAGE, involved one-eighth of all of the world’s programmers.64 Until 1970, only

government agencies and large corporations could afford computers to automate their

information processing. In the late 1960s, in fact, the United States as well as European

nations envisioned the creation of a few huge databases to be shared among the major

players.65 For a few precious decades, public funding ensured governments substantial

control of information processing capabilities.
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This all fundamentally changed in the 1970s. The personal computer, the mouse, word

processing, graphical user interfaces, and the laser printer were all conceived in a single

corporation’s research lab, Xerox PARC, and without formal government funding.66 Today,

we live in a world of hundreds of millions of PCs and billions of microprocessors, each one

more powerful than SAGE and ENIAC combined.

Three interconnected factors have contributed to the government’s loss of control over

information processing capabilities: the dramatic changes in computer technology, a shift in

associated research spending, and the loosening of regulatory controls and standards.

Computer technology evolves at a dramatic pace. Gordon Moore, one of the co-founders of

Intel, the world’s largest semiconductor company, suggested in the early 1960s that

processing power would double every year and a half at constant prices.67 His “law” still

holds today, as processing power has doubled twenty times, and, in 2001, is roughly a million

times greater than in 1965. But Moore’s law has another even more important ramification.

It implies that, at constant processing power, prices will be halved every eighteen months. A

computer that cost a million dollars in 1965 can be built for a dollar today. Such rapid

technological development has ensured that computers have lost their exorbitant price tags

to become affordable, first for smaller and smaller corporations and then for individuals.. In

fact, today’s mobile phones have more processing power than the entire NASA computer

network for the Gemini missions. This affordability has made it all but impossible for

governments to argue that information processing needs to stay centralized in order to be

efficient.

Governments have also lost another avenue for controlling the development and use of

information processing. Originally, the government, specifically Department of Defense

contracts, funded much of the information technology industry in the United States. ENIAC

and SAGE were government projects. But the developments at Xerox PARC were not, and

this signified the imminent shift of the center of gravity for funding from the public to the

private sector. Today, government funding for information technology research and

development pales compared with that from the commercial sector. In 2000, Microsoft’s

R&D budget alone was double that of the Defense Department’s main research agency,
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DARPA.68 Similarly, Intel, Cisco, and other industry players have overtaken major

government players in funding IT R&D.69

Losing the power of the purse coincided with government’s partial loss of regulatory control.

Initially, government-controlled procedures, mechanisms, and organizations, from NIST to

ANSI to ISO, were involved in standardizing many aspects of information technologies.70

With the rapid ascent of new, highly competitive hardware and software companies, like

Microsoft and Cisco, much of the standard setting today has shifted away from existing

channels and towards de facto standards set by industry leaders.

The struggle to control cryptography provides a vivid example of all three of these factors

working together.71 Cryptography is possibly the most critical access control mechanism, as it

provides information processing tools that limit information access to the intended recipient.

Hence, cryptography is essential in protecting strategic and commercial information. It is

little wonder then that governments have kept a tight lid on cryptographic developments.

For many decades, the state held a monopoly over the ability to restrict access to

information through encryption. Today, that monopoly has vanished. The state no longer

controls the means to restrict access to information. Encryption is available for everyone,

stronger and easier to use than ever before, enabling corporations, non-state actors, and

individuals alike to guard strategic and commercial information, and thus to maintain

effective information access categories.72

Technological advances have made encryption fast and easy to use. At the same time, the

government has lost its primacy of processing power. It is no longer the state alone that can

afford to have its supercomputers try to break encoded messages. Corporations and NGOs

have access to tremendous computing power, especially when they team up. In fact, the

largest physical computer in the world is no longer operated by the U.S. Department of

Energy, but by the startup Celera to sequence the human genome.73 And the largest

computing power available to anyone on the globe – an average of 100 trillion instructions

per second – is administered by Setiathome, an NGO in California, that is searching for

extraterrestrial intelligence in radio telescope data through a massively distributed computing
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network built into popular PC screen savers.74 Even strongly encrypted information would

eventually succumb to such a powerful onslaught.

The second factor coming into play is the shift in research. For many decades, the U.S.

government, through its top secret National Security Agency (NSA), kept tight control over

the field of cryptography, mainly by employing and funding most of the relevant research.75

In the 1970s, three MIT researchers not associated with the NSA discovered a cryptographic

method whose strength was independent of its underlying workings, among other

advantages. They published their findings.76 Suddenly, the most precious information on

cryptography shifted from highly confidential and strategic information to free information.

With the ascent of the Internet and e-commerce, private sector research in encryption

soared, and the resultant funding now easily outstrips that which can be provided by the

government.

The only remaining strategy for the government to retain some control over this

development was to regulate the use of cryptography. For many years, the Clinton

administration put forward a number of regulatory frameworks,77 which would permit

encryption, but provide a master key and thus total access, to the government. Eventually all

such plans folded. Towards the end of his tenure, under industry pressure not to allow

companies from other countries with looser restrictions fill the void, President Clinton even

lifted most of the remaining restrictions on export of encryption technology.78

The encryption example is paradigmatic for the broader changes in information processing.

Through technological developments, the shift of funding to the private sector and the loss

of regulatory mechanisms, governments have lost their primacy in controlling important

parts of the information processing landscape. To be sure, they are still powerful and wield

substantial influence. But their singular importance has vanished.

Information Distribution

This trend is perhaps even more apparent with respect to the various means of information

dissemination. For many decades and with the notable exception of the United States,
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broadcast media such as radio and TV were state-owned and controlled in many nations

around the world. In the vast majority of these cases, ownership of the distribution

infrastructure implied control over content. Governments could, in effect, keep information

within their chosen access categories.

At least three fairly recent global developments have fundamentally undermined this

traditional governmental grip: the rise of private ownership of broadcast media; the advances

in satellite distribution technology; and – by far the most important – the dramatic ascent of

the Internet.

Between 1980 and 2000, the market share of privately owned broadcast corporations rose

continuously.79 In Europe, and assisted by a number of watershed decisions by European

Union and national courts, privately owned media corporations were permitted to introduce

broadcast services.80 Their audiences have grown ever since. Of course, not all state-owned

broadcasters have fared badly. Some withstood the onslaught of the marketplace quite well.

But they all find themselves operating in a vastly different environment, in which, due to

market forces and fierce competition, direct government control over content is hardly an

option any longer, not even for state-owned broadcasters.

The opening up of the national broadcast markets and the pressures on governments to give

up direct control over the broadcast distribution infrastructure were not only prompted by

judicial decisions and a substantial shift in public opinion. They were also enhanced by the

introduction and rapid acceptance of satellite technology permitting the distribution of a

multitude of television and radio programs directly to individual homes. In 1988, Direct-to-

Home (DTH) satellites reached 4.4 million receivers in individual homes worldwide. Only

seven years later, in 1995, more than 33 million such receivers had been installed.81 DTH

satellites are especially attractive in areas where there is no cable television service. Studies

indicate that, even in the United States, with its well built-up cable infrastructure, households

with DTH receivers will outnumber those subscribing to cable television by 2003.82

DTH satellites are not just a commercial success story. They also create an information

infrastructure for radio and TV distribution largely beyond government influence. Unlike
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conventional transmitters, the satellites themselves, once in orbit, are outside the practical

physical control of national governments, while terrestrial relay stations for the uplink can be

located at great distances from the target broadcast area – even on the high seas.

Governments could use regulatory means to prohibit the reception of satellite signals. In

fact, this is what the Islamic Republic of Iran has done. But today, DTH receivers are very

small – the size of a sheet of paper – cheap – well below US $100 – and easy to install.

Enforcement, therefore, is difficult, costly and – as the case of Iran, as well as previous

regulatory attempts in Saudi Arabia have demonstrated – largely ineffective.

Except for tremendously costly measures like regulatory control on the receiving end or

brute force methods like frequency jamming and economic blackmail, governments have lost

control over a very substantial and rapidly increasing part of the global broadcast

information infrastructure. Much has been written about the “CNN effect,” for which DTH

satellites provide a key element.83

The third, and by far most important, development in the denationalization of information

distribution has been the rise of the Internet. Originally funded entirely with U.S.

government money, through the Department of Defense’s ARPA (later DARPA) program,

the Internet provides an efficient, robust, and decentralized information network of global

reach. In stark contrast to existing information distribution structures like TV or radio, the

Internet provides bi-directional communication channels for anyone and everyone using it.

Everyone can be an information provider and information receiver at the same time. In

Internet jargon, traditional distribution networks provided one-to-many information flows,

while the Internet is – at least in principle – built to permit many-to-many information

exchanges.

These technical foundations restrict governments’ ability to control information flows. As

the network is built to automatically reroute information flows around bottlenecks, stopping

or restricting the flow of information on the net is quite difficult. In the wake of the

Tiananmen Square uprising, the Chinese government experienced this problem first-hand.

At the start of the military clampdown, they disconnected international telephone and fax

lines, and even the official Internet connection. Still, e-mails updated from the student
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protesters were received at MIT and other U.S. universities. These messages, when

encountering the disconnected main network link, were automatically rerouted on a Beijing

subsidiary of a large multinational corporation, which was connected to its headquarters in

the United States by an internal network connection. The U.S. headquarters was connected

to the Internet. It was through this back door that the e-mails from the beleaguered Beijing

protesters traveled. Nobody had thought about this connection, neither the Chinese

government, nor even the student protesters. The important lesson is that they did not have

to. The Internet takes care of routing information itself, attempting to find ways around

every obstacle en route to the desired destination.

Despite of this setback, the Chinese government has been continuing its efforts to control

the Internet. Although it seems to have dropped earlier plans to build a China-only intranet,

separated from the Internet by a “Great Firewall”, a series of efforts are in place to limit

access to the net and to censor its contents. A Ministry of Information Industry has been

created to regulate Chinese access to the Internet, while the Ministry of State Security has

been assigned to monitor local use of the Internet. A series of regulations have been

introduced, which limit direct foreign investment in Chinese Internet companies, ban the

dissemination of any information “that might harm unification of the country” and obligate

all service providers to monitor content in chat rooms and to restrict controversial topics.84

Testimonial evidence85 suggests that the Chinese control system is less than perfect. Rules

and regulations are difficult to enforce in a country where the number of Internet users

doubles every six months, and where technical fixes such as anonymous proxy servers are

easily available to bypass government restrictions.

Concerns about this largely uncontrollable, yet powerful, global information infrastructure

are not limited to the Chinese government but must worry anyone who wishes to maintain

information control. The tremendous pace of acceptance of the Internet throughout the

world only exacerbates these fears. The Internet has grown from a few hundred thousand

users ten years ago to a community of a couple of hundred million throughout the world. Its

growth rate is even faster than that for information processing. Bandwidth, the amount of

information that can be transmitted over a network, triples every year.86 Because of the

Internet’s many-to-many structure, adding a single new user does not just increase the
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possible information channels of the network by one, but by the number of already existing

network users. In other words, the value of the network rises with the square of the number

of participants, because every new user can theoretically communicate with every other

existing user on the net. Taken together, bandwidth growth and network value increases help

explain the tremendous power pull witnessed over the last few years. They also lay the

foundation for the Internet's distributed and rapidly expanding structure, which makes it

very difficult to control access to and information flows within the network. To be sure,

control is still possible but it comes at a very high price that few are willing to pay.

In addition to the inherent lack of physical bottlenecks permitting control of the Internet,

ownership over the network infrastructure has shifted over the last two decades. The central

“backbone” of the network used to be funded and operated by the U.S. National Science

Foundation (NSF) to link together research facilities and academic institutions across the

country. The NSF divested itself from this role in the early 1990s. Today, backbone

functionality is provided entirely by the private sector, with communication giant MCI

contributing the largest share. This commercialization is not just limited to infrastructure.

While, in 1990, most Internet users came from public sector institutions, including

universities, today the majority is using the Internet through an extensive network of

commercial Internet service providers (ISP), who offer access as well as storage and

information distribution facilities, such as web servers, to anyone who chooses to pay for

them.87

The denationalization of control and ownership, as well as the commercialization of the

Internet, extend to the network governance structures. For decades, the U.S. federal

government maintained overall control of the assignment of network addresses and Internet

domain names. It later subcontracted this task to a private corporation. The Clinton

administration then took the bold step of abdicating its regulatory role and transferring all

these governance functions to a newly established non-profit entity called ICANN (Internet

Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers). A board of directors, who represent

industry, non-profit stakeholders, and – through global electronic elections – Internet users,

governs ICANN.88
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Taken together, the Internet’s decentralized structure, the commercial ownership of many of

its central facilities, and the state’s retreat from regulating its name space create a

fundamentally open infrastructure for everyone to use. This does not imply that all is lost for

state actors, but that the rules of the game have fundamentally changed.

Despite some rhetoric to the contrary, state actors have been fairly slow in adapting to the

new situation. Government bureaucracies are prone to inertia. Changing the way they

operate is a difficult and time-consuming task. Organizational power is still derived from the

size of one's budget, not one's contribution to the bottom line. This is exacerbated by the

long-term procurement cycles in many public institutions. These and other reasons have

made it difficult for the public sector to quickly and pragmatically embrace the 'net.

Corporations and NGOs, on the other hand, have fairly quickly adapted to the new rules. E-

commerce has taken off and is responsible for a steady stream of more than six million

individual commercial transactions every week. Many corporations that have hoarded

information for years absent a viable market now find that the Internet is a very effective

tool for commercializing their information vaults. Hence, large amounts of information are

moved from the strategic to the commercial access category. Other actors, especially NGOs,

see the Internet as an ideal information distribution structure, permitting them to reach a

global audience for the cost of dial-up access.

The Zapatistas in Mexico were among the first to supplement their actions with cyber-

campaigns. Long after all military operations had ceased, news of the Zapatistas and their

struggle were fed through the Internet to media around the world. The Zapatistas may have

lost their battles on the ground, but on the net their strategy proved far more successful.

Similarly, it has been said that one reason why the United States lost the Vietnam War was

that the North Vietnamese had attacked its enemy’s real center of gravity – domestic public

opinion. David Ronfeldt and others make a similar argument when they point to the

strategic shift from actual military conflict to information warfare through the constant re-

imagining and re-telling of the struggle on the Internet.89
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A Serbian private radio station, B92, provides one of the best examples of the shifting

control of information distribution structures. B92 was among the first private radio stations

licensed in Yugoslavia. Broadcasting from Belgrade, it quickly gained credibility among the

public for its independence and provided a fresh alternative to the state-controlled radio and

television channels. Fearing B92’s impact, the Milosevic regime restricted the station’s reach

by limiting the power of its transmitter. When other private radio stations in the country

wanted to link up with B92 and transmit B92’s news, the government prohibited the build-

up of such a terrestrial private network. Undeterred, B92 worked out a deal with the BBC.

News broadcasts would be uplinked from Belgrade’s B92 studio to a BBC satellite, then

downlinked into Yugoslavia. Local radio stations could then use affordable satellite receivers

to pick up the signal and rebroadcast it locally. Thereby, B92 effectively circumvented

governmental restrictions on a terrestrial network by using a satellite–based infrastructure

instead.

Escalating the conflict, the government then confiscated B92’s transmitter. Unrelenting, the

radio station continued, however, to produce its popular programs. It digitized its broadcasts

and transferred the audio files via the Internet to Vienna, where they were broadcast towards

Serbia through the Austrian Broadcasting Corporation’s strong medium-wave transmitter.

This arrangement ended when the Milosevic government seized the offices of B92, forced its

journalists into hiding, and installed a group more to its liking. But few tuned in to the “new”

B92. The original B92 journalists went underground or left the country. Within a few days,

they had moved their reporting to the Internet, this time to a website hosted by a Dutch

NGO. Soon, they received millions of page hits, many of them from Serbian Internet users

who once again had found their trusted source of information.

The Milosevic government tried no less than three times to control the distribution of

information it disagreed with. And all three times, B92 was able to shift its information

distribution infrastructure so that it could escape these restrictions. The government’s

forceful actions were not completely in vain, however. Each time B92 had to shift its

infrastructure, it lost some of its listeners. But at each level, the government incurred a very
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substantial political cost – and ultimately still failed to completely quash B92’s independent

voice.

Milosevic’s failure to effectively contain B92 at reasonable cost has little to do with his lack

of ingenuity or effectiveness. It is a result of the fact that the information distribution

infrastructures used by B92 have become less and less controllable by national governments.

It is relatively easy to prevent a private broadcaster from building a national network by

denying it the terrestrial relaying capabilities. Once B92 overcame that hurdle, however, the

government had to take much more direct action – the confiscation of the transmitter – and

pay the political price for it. When B92 began to use a transmitter outside of Serbian

territory, Milosevic was foiled again. He could have prohibited the use of radios in Serbia or

listening to B92’s broadcasts. But enforcement of such measures would have been difficult

and costly. He could have tried to jam B92’s frequency. But this, too, would have been very

costly and, given Serbia’s geography, might have been only partially effective. Instead,

Milosevic opted to use the one choke point he still controlled, B92’s physical location in

Serbia. Closing the office silenced the radio station. But it did not silence the individuals,

who, using the phone system and laptops, could still send their reports over the net to the

Netherlands, where they were posted on the website. Milosevic’s only option then would

have been to disconnect from the Internet. This he did not dare. Not because he feared

domestic public opinion. His concern was that he would lose his international soapbox as

well as the ability to manage the country (and his war efforts) financially and economically.

In addition, his gain would have been limited. He would have taken out B92. Yet many Serbs

own DTH satellite receivers, providing them with dozens of alternative news channels.90

B92 is only one example of a larger trend. More and more information distribution

infrastructures around the globe have become “denationalized” by residing outside of

national territory, by using technology that is small, cheap, easy to use and difficult to

interdict, and by employing quickly growing network structures based on a decentralized,

many-to-many paradigm. Control is still possible but its price has risen steeply.
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CONCLUSION

This paper aimed to contribute to the discussion about the effects of the information

revolution on the conduct of international affairs. It provides a framework that highlights

the role of information power and its shifts among and between the key stakeholders –

governments, corporations and NGOs. We attribute these power reconfigurations to shifts

of control over the underlying information infrastructures.

Information has become a key asset in global affairs, transcending its instrumental role as a

multiplier of other power sources to evolve into a potent resource in its own right. And

unlike military might, information is not the exclusive domain of states, but used by

corporations and civil society as well. In fact, each of the three actor groups increasingly

resorts to information assets to foster their relative power positions.

Keohane and Nye suggested that much of information power is about controlling various

forms of information. They identified three types depending on the value attributed to

certain data - strategic, commercial, and free information. We expanded this approach by

highlighting that these categories are determined by the form of access control rather than

the nature of the information.   The paper also stipulated that all forms of information - the

well-guarded secrets of military intelligence, the intricacies of software programs, or the

testimonials of human rights violations -, affect the power equation.

Actors may attempt to deliberately shift information from one access category to another to

further enhance their relative power positions. A government, for example, may decide to

publish confidential intelligence information to solidify international public support for its

foreign policy objectives.  Corporations may shift information between access categories as

well, as evidenced by the open code movement in software - a shift from strategic to free

information. Finally, several NGOs have begun to merchandise their brands - a shift from

free to commercial information.

The focus of this paper, however, is less on these deliberate than on the unintentional shifts

in access categories. While deliberate shifts are attempts to enhance one's power, an
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unintentional shift typically causes a relative loss of power. Such is the case when intelligence

information becomes available commercially through another source, or when businesses are

forced to disseminate their commercial information for free.

We suggest that these unintentional shifts happen when actors lose power over the

underlying structures of access control. We demonstrated that these shifts have

disadvantaged governments as a result of what we termed the "denationalization" of

information infrastructures. This phenomenon describes both the growing privatization of

information acquisition, processing, and distribution, and its parallel transnationalization.

Together, these two aspects have made it increasingly difficult for states to maintain their

erstwhile monopolies of information control.

This erosion occurs at various levels. First, many governments no longer physically own

major parts of the information infrastructure. Whether it is remote sensing satellites,

supercomputers or the Internet, governments are increasingly taking a back seat. This is

largely due to the second factor, the economics of information control. The corollary of the

exponential growth in technological capacities was a paradigmatic shift in affordability,

which broke down many economic barriers protecting governmental control of information

access. Third, the removal of technological and economic obstacles also made it increasingly,

costly for governments to use regulatory means. This is particularly evident in the ease with

which information infrastructures transcend national jurisdictions.

While our analysis does not claim to provide a comprehensive and complete theory of

international power in the information age, the paper’s framework about the relationship

between the control over information infrastructures and the ability to control access to

information has two apparent benefits: First, it permits us to identify one of the levers

through which modern information and communication technologies affect a critical

ordering factor of international affairs, i.e. relative power. It thus offers an alternative to the

largely intuitive postulations about the consequences of the information revolution.. Second,

the framework applies to all major actors in international affairs, thereby avoiding a rigid

model of state decline. Insofar as they control substantial parts of information
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infrastructures, corporations and civil society organizations are also subject to unintentional

shifts in information access categories.

Although the denationalization of information infrastructures is at the core of our paper, we

do not advocate the demise of the nation-state. While the erosion of state monopolies over

information access is a clear and present pattern, this process is not irreversible. States – as

well as other actors – do have the possibility to recapture lost power by regaining control

over information infrastructures. Such an option, while often not realistic given the

economic and regulatory constraints of today’s information infrastructure regimes, might

become feasible again in the not so distant future. Furthermore, actors that are under

pressure of losing control over information access might be particularly poised to make

effective use of their dwindling resources by using deliberate shifts to regain relative power.

Last but not least, control of information access is just one, albeit important, asset in the

portfolio of power. While information has "infiltrated" other traditional power sources it has

not substituted them.

Consequently, we have refrained from pronouncing the end of the nation-state as the logical

and unavoidable outcome of the denationalization of information infrastructures. Any such

declaration would be premature in light of the dearth of quantitative data and our still

embryonic understanding of the scope of information power. We do, however, believe that

the ascent of information as a power source and its diffusion among actors are opening a

new chapter in defining and understanding international affairs.
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